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Executive Summary

Design Build (DB) is a system in which the contractor is solely responsible for the design
and construction of the project. The DB system differs from the Design, Bid, Build,
(DBB) system in which the owner contracts with a design professional for design
services, and once plans and specifications are complete, would allow contractors to
competitively bid on the construction services. However, the DB approach does not
come without disadvantages. This paper will highlight these disadvantages as they
directly relate to the USACE-KC District. Disadvantages ranging from legality issues, to
higher costs or “cost growth” as shown by data collected for USACE-KC District
military specific construction projects.

This paper addresses from the viewpoint of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers-Kansas
City District (USACE-KC), the viability of DB in regards to whether it should continue
to be a project delivery method of the District. According to data taken over a seven year
time period, DB projects were completed sooner than DBB projects, however on average,
DB projects tended to have a higher cost growth ( 3.99%) than DBB projects.

DB is clearly a form of delivery system that will continue to be a mainstay in the public
and private sectors for many years to come, however, in light of the many legal issues
and significant higher cost to USACE-KC, it most certainly should not be the preferred
delivery system for USACE-KC District to implement on a consistent basis; but rather
one only reserved for limited specialized projects where the traditional form would not be
suitable.
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Acronyms (or Abbreviations)

Term/Phrase

Definition

EMGT

Engineering Management

DB

Design Build

DBB

Design, Bid, Build

UASCE-KC

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers-Kansas City District

RMS

Resident Management System
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1

Introduction

In October 2003, I began my professional career as a Civil Engineer working for HNTB
Inc., an Architect/Engineer consulting and design firm in Kansas City, MO. After two
and half years of service, I accepted a position as a Structural Engineer with my current
employer the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers-Kansas City District. In my relatively short
period of time working as an engineer, the term Design Build (DB) has come up on one
or more occasions. Other than receiving short explanations from the senior engineers in
my office, I still was unsure about what the DB term meant. DB essentially relies on the
notion that a project could be delivered to the customer quicker, at a lower cost, and still
within quality standards.
At the onset, this approach makes sense logically, but as this author learned in EMGT
813 Design Project Management, when applying the Triple Constraint of scope, schedule,
budget (See Figure 1: Triple Constraint), when one constraint is emphasized more than
another, than typically the other two constraints suffer and ultimately so does quality.
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Figure 1: Triple Constraint

The significance of this report lies in the fact that many in the Architect/Engineering
(A/E) community are touting the benefits of DB, whilst the negatives of this delivery
approach appear to be swept swiftly under the proverbial carpet. This report will attempt
to examine, from the viewpoint of the USACE-KC District, the advantages and
disadvantages of DB, the legal issues surrounding DB, and whether the benefits asserted
by the proponents of this delivery system can be substantiated and are in the best interest
of the District and ultimately the American Taxpayer.
Now that we have introduced DB and DBB the more traditional delivery method, let us
delve into what others have researched on this topic.
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Literature Review

In Singapore, Yng Ling et al. (2004) were the first to form a model that could predict
which projects DB or DBB would be the preferred delivery method. The model was
constructed to analyze DB and DBB projects on 11 areas, using project specific data
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collected from 87 building projects. Robust models were developed to predict delivery
speeds of DB and DBB projects. It was found that gross floor area of the project is the
most significant factor affecting speed. Besides this, for DBB projects, contractors’
design ability, and adequacy of plant and equipment would ensure speedy completion of
the projects. For DB project, if the contract period is allowed to vary during tender
evaluation, this would slow down the project. Robust models to predict turnover and
system quality of DB projects are also constructed.
In the United States, Ibbs et al. (2003) conducted a comprehensive study of 67 global
projects (mostly in the U.S.) from the Construction Industry Institute’s database, which
shows that DB project delivery projects may not provide all the benefits to project
performance. The study found timesavings was a definitive advantage of DB project
delivery, but the positive effects of cost and productivity changes were not convincing.
Based on the results of the study, the project management and experience of the
contractor may have a greater impact on project performance outcomes than focusing on
project delivery strategy only.
In Massachusetts, Peterson (2007) studies “The Big Dig”, Boston’s Central Artery
Project, which initially had a project budget of $2.6 billion in 1983 and now has soared to
over $14 billion. In his report, Peterson researches whether The Big Dig would have
benefited from the DB method. He concluded that DB is well past an experimental
project delivery method, but it is not appropriate for all construction projects; and would
not have been the appropriate method for The Big Dig.
The author of this field project concurs with all three literary reviews, particularly the
review of the Big Dig conducted by Peterson (2007). The end result of the review is that
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DB may be a suitable alternative to the traditional design-bid-build product delivery
method, but should be chosen wisely by the owner to prevent the boondoggle the Big Dig
has become.
As the study conducted by Ibbs et al (2003) shows, Design Build greatly increases the
likelihood that a project will be completed much quicker, but referring back to the triple
constraint of scope, schedule, and budget, by completing the project quicker cost and
quality tended to suffer. The end result, also confirmed by the study Yng Ling et al
(2004) concluded, is that contractor experience (e.g. design, plant and equipment, etc.)
plays a significant role in whether DB will be a success or failure.
Now that we have a better understanding of what others have to say with regard to DB
and the more traditional DBB method, let us see what the advantages and disadvantages
of DB are as purported by industry groups.

3

Advantages and Disadvantages of Design Build (DB)

In order to understand the DB delivery method, it is important to seek out the policy
statements of the professional organizations on DB. The National Society of Professional
Engineers (NSPE) policy statement #1726 on DB contracting method can be found at
http://www.nspe.org/govrel/gr2-ps1726.asp. In addition to the policy statement, the
advantages of the DB system over the DBB product delivery system are stated as follows:
•

Project costs may be lowered because of the close working relationship between
the designer and the constructor, who are on the same design-build "team." This
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may lead to the incorporation of more economical design features and the
application of cost-saving construction methods.
•

The project may proceed more efficiently because designers and constructors are
members of the same team. The interface between designer and constructor, often
adversarial within design-bid-build systems, may become more open and foster a
cooperative exchange of ideas to produce a profitable project.

•

Construction efficiency may be improved because design efficiencies can be
woven into the entire construction process and because the designer, as a member
of the design-build team, can participate directly in resolving design issues that
surface during construction.

•

The owner may have more design options to choose from.

•

The owner may gain the ability to fix total project costs earlier in the process than
with other project delivery systems.

•

The project may be completed more rapidly because the procurement of design
and construction services is consolidated into a single selection process and
because "fast-track" procedures may be implemented more readily. Fast-track
procedures allow certain elements of construction to proceed in step with the
design process. Design-bid-build, on the other hand, usually requires completed
plans and specifications before the construction process (including bidding) can
commence.

•

The owner's administrative burdens may be reduced because the procurement of
design and construction services is consolidated into a single selection process.
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•

The owner establishes a single point of contact for communicating its goals,
objectives and scope of work.

•

The burden on the owner to mediate disputes between the designer and the
constructor is eliminated because a sole design-builder may be held contractually
accountable and responsible for the entire project.

•

The owner will no longer need to monitor the designer/constructor interface. The
design-bid-build project delivery system, on the other hand, requires the owner to
be concerned about loss of communication and misunderstanding between
designers and constructors, which may create legal and liability issues, as well as
additional costs.

The disadvantages of the DB system are as follows:
•

The project cost may be greater because of extra costs or claims incurred when
delays occur in the construction phase, due to the need to resolve permitting and
environmental issues or to solidify owner preferences. The design-bid-build
project delivery system, on the other hand, generally allows for resolution of these
issues during the less-expensive design phase.

•

Higher costs may be incurred if the owner chooses to employ a separate entity to
oversee the design-build process. In the design-bid-build system the designer who
has prepared the project plans and specifications, or another professional,
typically provides oversight of construction to assure the owner that the project is
properly constructed. When using design-build, some owners have found it
necessary to engage an independent design and/or construction professional to
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review the work of the design-build team to assure that the project has been
satisfactorily executed.
•

The project may require longer completion time, particularly if the scope of work
or permitting issues is unresolved. If a design-build project is awarded with an
incomplete scope (including project specifications), if the scope is modified in
process, or if permitting and environmental issues are unresolved after
construction is commenced, projects can be delayed.

•

The design-build project delivery system may be more labor intensive and
technically demanding for the owner than is design-bid-build. Design-build
projects require the owner itself to carefully prepare a scope of work that defines
its requirements in detail. In design-bid-build, consulting designers may provide
additional definition for project requirements, thus requiring less labor and
expertise on the owner's part. The designer's plans and specifications are then
reviewed with the owner prior to bidding the project.

•

The owner may lose direct control over design. Design-bid-build provides for
periods of consultation with the design professional serving as faithful agent or
trustee for the owner. The design-build system, on the other hand, places the
designer as more accountable to the design-build team, of which he or she is an
integral part, than to the owner.

•

Design decisions may be determined or inappropriately influenced by team
members other than the designer. This is more likely to occur when a nondesigner is the lead on the design-build team. The leader may pressure designers
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to reduce self-imposed quality criteria or design standards to minimum levels in
order to maximize profit.
•

The direct relationship and line of communication between the owner and the
designer is altered. When the designer and the constructor form a single
contractual entity, the owner loses the benefit of the designer's independent
construction oversight and monitoring on the owner's behalf. Consequently the
owner loses its ability to assure project quality through a system of "checks and
balances" between the designer and the constructor, such as exists under the
design-bid-build process.

•

The designer's ability to properly project and design for the project's life-cycle
costs and make appropriate adjustments may be hindered because of restraints
imposed by budgets and emphasis in the selection process on "low bid."

•

The designer may be selected on the basis of price rather than qualifications,
potentially compromising the public health, safety, and welfare.

•

The design-build project delivery system may discourage competition. Fewer
entities have the inherent capacity to provide design-build services. As a result,
larger full service entities will be able to dominate the procurement process to the
detriment of small designers or constructors. If the requirements for design-build
submittals require the design-builder to prepare an extensive technical proposal,
the development of such a detailed submittal without the promise of
compensation may make participation in the submittal process prohibitive for
some entities. It is important to note that the public sector in Europe has
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experienced a shift to a reduced number of bids on design-build projects to
principally a few, large, full service design-builders.
•

The magnitude of liability risk to the designer may discourage participation by
highly qualified designers. Given the relatively small percentage of the overall
project that his or her services represent, the risk may far outweigh the potential
return. As a member of the design-build team, the designer is linked to the
construction process to a greater degree than under design-bid-build.
Consequently the designer faces liability exposure to construction-related issues
such as job-site safety and construction methods, as well as responsibility for
losses should the project fail to meet expectations for any reason.

•

The owner should possess special management and procurement capabilities such
as the ability to make judgments on a "best value" rather than "lowest price" basis,
to select design-build offerors, to develop project requirements, to assess project
progress and quality, and to monitor payments. Under the design-bid-build
system, the designer performs many of these tasks. Potential legal, political, and
business practice barriers also exist that impede the use of design-build.

•

Guaranty/Warranty provisions that are often a part of design-bid-build
construction contracts could void a designer's professional liability insurance if
such provisions are carried forward to a design-build contract.

•

Project financing, insurance, and bonding for design-builders may be unavailable
or difficult to obtain.

•

Bonding and insurance providers are uncomfortable with the long-term
guarantees and warranties which may be incorporated into the design-build
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contract. Consequently, process guarantees (which guarantee a result from
process equipment installed for a given purpose), if required, may be difficult, if
not impossible, to insure.
•

The owner should have both design and construction funds in hand at the outset of
the project.

•

Many current laws do not allow for free and effective use of design-build.

•

Design-build may conflict with state licensing and procurement laws.

•

Owners, designers and constructors may lack the special communication,
organizational, and business skills to effectively manage and administer the
design-build system.

Now that we have discussed the advantages and disadvantages of DB, we can now
address the key legal issues facing DB within the United States.
3.1 Key Legal Issues
Design Build is fast becoming the lead product delivery method for both private and
public entities across the United States. DB is the concept or belief of a “Master Builder,
where a single source has absolute accountability for both design and construction.”
(DBIA, 2007). DB is not a new approach to construction; in fact some say its origins
date back to ancient civilizations. Under DB, the contractor carries the responsibility of
design A/E and building function of the prime contractor, and the owner does not assume
the risks of design errors because the owner did not furnish plans or specifications
(Appendix 2).
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In the more traditional approach or Design Bid Build (DBB) system (Appendix 1),
liability is more easily discernable as compared to DB. In DBB, the owner and its
project A/E, not the prime contractor and its subcontractors-bear the risk of design. Under
federal contract law this is referred to, as the Spearin Doctrine, which essentially states
that if the contractor receives plans and specifications prepared by the owner, then the
contractor is not held liable for defects. The Spearin doctrine is widely recognized by
both state and federal courts. These laws, enacted to protect the public, may not be
appropriate when applied to DB. For this reason, public agencies are sometimes restricted
from using design-build by statutes and regulations written with the DBB project delivery
system in mind. Therefore within the public sector, DB is only used as a specialized
project delivery system on certain limited situations.
3.1.1

Relationships and loyalties among the parties

DB changes the relationship and loyalties between the owner and design professional. .
The owner relies on the contractor to be competent to undertake the contract “The owner
who has no particular expertise in the kind of work contemplated; furnishes no plans,
design, specifications, details or blueprints; and tacitly or specifically indicates his
reliance on the experience and skill of the contractor” (Circo, 2005). Under the DBB
system, the owner contracted with a design professional to oversee the project and “look
out” for the interest of the owner during design and construction. Under the DB system,
the design professional is part of a DB team in which the contractor employs him/her
creating a conflict of interests. The design professional has contractual incentives to
further the DB team’s goals that are not necessarily in step with that of the owners.
Therefore, there is a disincentive to point out problems with the construction work to the
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owner, and costs and contractibility tend to take precedence over specialty design
characteristics the owner may prefer.

3.1.2

Design Professionals Standard of Care

Traditionally, the design professional operates under a Standard of Care that essentially
states, “the engineer is only held responsible for exercising the degree of skill that the
average similarly situated engineer employ, and does not ordinarily warrant or guarantee
successful outcome for his services.” (Friedlander, 2002). Concerning a DB contract, the
courts tend to view the design builder as a contractor who warranties the work to be
complete and free of defect. This can reflect not only in substandard work but also in
excessive payments being made early in the project or in slow payment or nonpayment of
subcontractors. There is no system of “checks and balance” between the contractor and
designer for project quality as found in the DBB system. Therefore, since the contractor
employs the design professional, the courts view this form of warranty standard as
incorporating the design services. However, this formality can be addressed
contractually between the contractor and design professional at the onset of the
agreement by including a provision that ensures the design services are consistent with
the industry Standard of Care.

3.1.3

Licensing Issues

More so in the private sector than the public sector, licensing laws tend to be more of a
concern. Every state in the country regulates and restricts the practice of professional
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engineering and architecture, establishing educational, testing and organizational
requirements. “Under Missouri law, a contractor who did not have an architect’s license
could not recover for work performed under a DB contract, even though the architect it
used was licensed” (Sweet and Schneier, 2004). Even though the D/Builder may have in
house licensed design services or contracts it out to licensed professionals, many states
forbid business corporations from performing A/E services. As a result, many DB
contracts have been challenged in court. There is some movement to address and revise
these laws to ease this restriction on D/Builders. Oddly enough, there is no federal law
that supersedes these restrictive state laws. As a member of the design team, the design
professional is linked to the construction process. As a result of this relationship, the
design professional is exposed to greater liability than under the DBB contract. The
liability insurance/bonds of a design professional generally exclude construction services
and worked performed by others. Conversely, the insurance/bonds of the contractor
generally exclude errors and/or omissions caused by the design professional. This
disparity can cause problems for the for the design professional since he is employed by
the contractor. In particular, the general liability insurance that a contractor may obtain
carries a small or no deductible, whereas professional liability policies carry a large
deductible.

3.1.4

Conflict with competitive bidding process

This is typically an issue that arises in the public sector. In the public sector there is a
requirement that construction work be competitively bid. In the DBB system, once the
design is complete, plan and specifications are disseminated for contractors to bid.
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Usually, selection is based on the lowest bidder. In the DB system, plans and
specification cannot be distributed out to contractors to effectively bid the work.
“Although the DB system can be used competitively, it does not fit comfortably with the
requirement that the competitive bid process be used to award construction work” (Sweet
and Schneir, 2004). In some states, only construction services are required to be
competitively bid upon and not design services. Some public entities use this “loophole”
to not “bid out” the work competitively, even though a majority of the work is
construction services not design.
Because of the increased use of DB in federal contracts and as a means to curtail potential
legal problems with DB contracts, Congress enacted the Federal Acquisitions Reform Act
of 1996 (FARA). The law authorizes a two-step system in which the first step looks at
the competence and qualification of the bidders. Once the most qualified are chosen, the
second step involves pricing and negotiating of the contract for work. Still many public
agencies are struggling with the perception that DB contracts shows favoritism in the
selection process. In fact, “if the requirements for design-build submittals requires the
design-builder to prepare an extensive technical proposal, the development of such a
detailed submittal without the promise of compensation may make participation in the
submittal process prohibitive for some entities. It is important to note that the public
sector in Europe has experienced a shift to a reduced number of bids on design-build
projects to principally a few, large, full service design-builders”
(http://www.nspe.org/govrel/gr2-ps1726.asp. In my view this a powerful statement,
because what essentially the DB system does is disallow the opportunity for the smaller
firms to compete with the larger firms on a level playing field because of the large
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amount of financial expense required (pre-award) without the assurance of compensation
in the future.

4

A Comparison of Design Build and Design, Bid, Build Projects
Completed for the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers- Kansas City
District

On November 3, 2006, Headquarters U.S. Army Corps of Engineers issued a
memorandum to its subordinate commands, instructing them to implement Military
Transformation (MT) (Appendix 3). A major component of MT is the Model Request
For Proposal (RFP). The Model RFP is based on an Army Standard, Army Standard
Design, and/or a Standard Criteria that has been published. The intent of the Model RFP
is for the Army to achieve a cost savings “by not specifying the “how to” in the
solicitations, the contractors can use industry best practices to meet the scope
requirements within the cost limitations.” (HQ-USACE Memorandum, 2006). What this
quote is essentially saying is that no longer will Army military construction be designed
and built for sustainability or longer life cycles, as traditionally has been the case.
Contractors can now use more efficient means or cost cutting methods that are typically
done in the private sector.
In addition, Model RFP’s are to be managed by Centers of Standardization (COS) within
USACE, geographic Districts that are to be responsible for administering the RFP (i.e.
design, contracting, etc.). Unfortunately, USACE-KC District was not selected as a COS,
so in order for the District to keep a technically proficient staff of engineers, soliciting of
the COS’s for meaningful design work occurs on nearly a monthly or quarterly basis.
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Obviously, one can see the writing on the wall for all USACE Districts, the Army is
searching for ways to cut costs on military construction projects. Therefore, from the
Army’s viewpoint, the traditional DBB method, whether conducted by an A/E or by In
House Design, is slowly being less frequently used. Although not entirely used as a
delivery method for all projects, DB and other forms of non-traditional deliver methods,
for example Early Contractor Involvement (ECI), Design Build Operate Transfer
(DBOT), and Construction Management (CM) at Risk, seem to be the natural progression
toward meeting the Army’s cost saving goals. But is the Army really achieving a cost
savings by using the DB approach on its projects?
HQ-USACE may be surprised to find that DB in most cases does not measure up or meet
the expectations of the hype it has created. According to data obtained from the USACEKC RMS (Resident Management System), RMS is a comprehensive construction
management computer program that allows Corps of Engineers field office personnel,
and contractors the detail and flexibility to manage all portions of a construction project.
Construction contractors are required to populate a database module of the RMS
program, which is in turn is submitted to the government.
Numerous fields can be populated involving many types of construction projects. Fields
such as original contract award amount, pre priced options, total contract award, etc. to
name a few. Additionally, RMS can break down reports by project delivery method (e.g.
DB or DBB). RMS’s ability to segregate data from awarded and completed contracts,
would prove to be crucial to the investigation into the merits of DB verses the DBB
method.
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It should be noted that RMS segregates DBB projects as either completed through an
Architect/Engineer (A/E) firm that USACE-KC District contracts with for the project, or
In House Design, as the name implies, all design work is completed within the District
and then bid-out to perspective contractors for construction.
After requesting and obtaining the needed RMS data from the USACE-KC District RMS
representative, a clearer picture into this investigation could be achieved. This author
requested from that representative, a report breakdown of KC District awarded DB or
DBB contracts that met the following criteria:
•

Projects with an actual completion date between 12/3/2000 and 1/31/2007

•

Total award days greater than 180 days

•

Contract amount greater than $250,000

•

Military construction contracts only

From the aforementioned criteria, the query resulted in (a) nineteen A/E DBB projects
totaling $205, 291, 292, (b) sixteen DB projects $168, 268,305, and (c) ten In House
Design DBB projects totaling $142,305,093.
A request was made for the following fields to be populated in the report for both DB and
DBB contracts to compare the Total Cost Growth for each method. (1) Name of Project,
(2) Fund Type, (3) Original contract award amount, (4) Pre priced options ($), (5) Total
controllable modifications, (6) Percent controllable modifications, (7) Total
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uncontrollable modifications, (8) Percent uncontrollable modifications, (9) Total cost
growth, and (10) Percent total cost growth.
Cost growth is a significant factor for comparing whether the merits of DB can be
substantiated. One reason is that proponents of the DB system continually pontificate
that DB constructed projects can be done for less money. Naturally, in order for the
author of this report to determine if that were true, a comparison of the previously
mentioned RMS report would be necessary.
Advocates of DB continually assert that DB projects cost less to construct then DBB,
because the contractor and designer work in concert with each other to discuss design
feasibility and constructibility matters in the early stages of the project. The two major
components that affect cost growth, controllable and uncontrollable modifications, were
measured for both types of delivery methods.
A controllable modification denotes modifications and/or changes that occurred during
the initial contract period that were caused by the neglect and/or omission of the
contractor or designer respectively, which resulted in a change or a “mod” to the contract.
This “mod” in-turn resulted in additional monies to be awarded to complete the project.
Conversely, an uncontrollable modification denotes modifications to the initial contract
that could not be controlled by the designer and/or contractor. Uncontrollable
modifications can be caused by: weather, natural disasters, licensing and permit
requirements, or the needs of the owner change. The delays caused by these components
also results in additional monies to be awarded to complete the project.
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The below chart shows a side by side comparison of average cost growth caused by
controllable modifications for DB and DBB contract delivery methods (Remember that
A/E Design and In House Design = DBB):

Figure 2: Total Percent Cost Growth Controllable (Average)

The chart shows that on average DBB projects did have a higher cost growth due to
controllable modifications only when contracted out to A/E firms (2.4%). But when DB
is taken in comparison with DBB projects completed by In House Design (i.e. Corps of
Engineers design team), the chart shows a slightly higher cost growth for DB.
The below chart shows a side by side comparison of average cost growth caused by
uncontrollable modifications for DB and DBB contract delivery methods:
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Figure 3: Total Percent Cost Growth Uncontrollable (Average)

The above chart shows that on average DB projects had a higher cost growth due to
uncontrollable expenses. The reasoning for this is not totally discernable at this time and
may require further investigation.
The below chart shows a side by side comparison of average total cost growth caused by
both controllable and uncontrollable modifications for DB and DBB contract delivery
methods:
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Figure 4: Total Percent Cost Growth Controllable and Uncontrollable Modifications (Average)

The chart above shows that on average DB projects tended to have a higher total cost
growth (3.99%) for both controllable and uncontrollable modifications. This result seems
to contradict the cost savings that HQ-USACE predicted in the June 2006 memorandum.
Another reported benefit proponent’s claim is that DB projects were completed sooner
than DBB projects. In order to determine whether these assertions were legitimate, a
comparison between the DB and DBB for project Time Growth was required. Therefore,
a request for the following fields from RMS was necessary to compare Time Growth: (1)
Project name, (2) Fund type, (3) Notice To Proceed (NTP) Date, (4) Contract completion
date, (5) Original contract duration, (6) Pre priced options (days), (7) Total contract days,
(8) Total time growth controllable modifications (days), (9) Percent controllable
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modifications, (10) Total time growth uncontrollable modifications, (11) Percent
uncontrollable modifications, (12) Total time growth days, and (13) Percent time Growth.
The comparison made for time growth was conducted similarly to that of cost growth.
The two major components that affect cost growth also affect time growth, controllable
and uncontrollable modifications. These two components affected the time a contract
was completed from its original Notice to Proceed (NTP) date.
The below chart shows a side by side comparison of average time growth caused by
controllable modifications for DB and DBB contract delivery methods (Remember that
A/E Design and In House Design = DBB):

Figure 5: Total Percent Time Growth Controllable (Average)
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The chart indicates that on average DBB projects for both A/E and In House Design
combined, tended to have larger time growth caused by controllable modifications.
The below chart shows a side by side comparison of average time growth caused by
uncontrollable modifications for DB and DBB contract delivery methods:

Figure 6: Percent Time Growth Uncontrollable (Average)

The chart again indicates that on average DBB projects for both A/E and In House
Design combined, tended to have a larger time growth caused by uncontrollable
modifications.
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The below chart shows a side by side comparison of average time growth caused by both
controllable and uncontrollable modifications for DB and DBB contract delivery
methods.

Figure 7: Percent Total Time Growth for Controllable and Uncontrollable Modifications (Average)

The chart clearly indicates that on average DB projects, tended to be completed
sooner than DBB methods. The results confirm statements made by advocates of DB
that indeed point to quicker delivery of projects to customer.
The chart below summarizes the findings of both cost and time growth inputted data.
The bolded number indicates the largest percent for the labeled row:
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Summary of Findings
Cost Growth % Controllable (Avg)
Cost Growth % Uncontrollable
(Avg)
Cost Growth % Total

A/E(DBB)
2.4
1.19
3.62

0.94
2.05

2.69
3.99

Time Growth % Controllable (Avg)
Time Growth % Uncontrollable
(Avg)
Time Growth % Total (Avg)

9.4

8.9

7.7

15.31
24.7

10.65
23.73

14.84
17.72

5

In-House (DBB)
1.1

D. Build
1.3

Recommendations for Additional Work

Recommendations for additional work should include other aspects related to cost growth
and time growth (e.g. quality, etc.). As the triple constraint implies, when one constraint
is focused on more than another, the other constraints tend to suffer. Directly related to
that is quality. Unfortunately at the present time, quality was not a measurable in the
RMS system. In the future, once quality control data is available and updated in RMS, it
would be interesting to see how DB projects that were completed quicker than DBB
faired in terms of quality related issues that occurred during and after construction. It
would b worth looking into why DB projects tended to have a higher cost growth for
uncontrollable modifications as well.

6

Conclusion

In conclusion, this field project attempted to address the advantages and disadvantages of
DB, the key legal issues surrounding DB, and finally to determine if the DB method is a
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benefit to the USACE-KC District and American Taxpayer to continue to use in the
future.
After reviewing the collected data and comparing the two forms of project delivery
methods side by side for cost growth and time growth when subjected to both
controllable and uncontrollable modifications, it is in this authors view that DB should
most certainly not be considered the preferred method of the USACE-KC District to
employ. DB does live up to some of the hype that advocates suggest DB projects will
bring such as quicker deliver times, but in terms of costs (the bottom line) in which we all
in business (big or small) associate with success, DB was clearly outperformed by its
more traditional and less volatile method of project delivery DBB.
Therefore, in light of the many legal issues and significant higher cost to USACE-KC
District, DB most certainly should not be the preferred delivery system to implement on
a consistent basis, but rather one only reserved for limited specialized projects where the
traditional form would not be suitable.
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